PLEASE JOIN

SENATOR KYRSTEN SINEMA

FOR A

Weekend of Wine and Food

IN

SONOMA, CALIFORNIA

FRIDAY, AUGUST 21ST - SUNDAY, AUGUST 23RD, 2020

MacArthur Place Resort
Sonoma, CA

Visits to:
Donum Estate • Arista Winery • Three Sticks Winery

Contribution Level: $5,000 PAC/Personal

Note: Very limited space

Please make contributions payable to:
Getting Stuff Done PAC (GSD-PAC)
PO Box 15854
Washington, DC 20003

For more information, please contact Ashley Kennedy:
ashley@fkandcompany.com or (202) 546-5004

Printed in House. Contributions or gifts to Getting Stuff Done PAC (GSD-PAC) are not deductible for federal income tax purposes.
Individuals and federal political action committees may contribute up to $5,000 per calendar year. Federal law prohibits contributions from corporations, labor organizations, and national banks; from any person contributing another person's funds; from foreign nationals who lack permanent resident status; and from federal government contractors. Federal law requires us to use our best efforts to collect and report the name, mailing address, occupation, and name of employer of individuals whose contributions exceed $200 in a calendar year.

Paid for by Getting Stuff Done PAC (GSD-PAC), PO Box 25879, Tempe, AZ 85285 and not authorized by any candidate or candidate's committee.